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Abstract
Microneedles (MNs) have been shown to enhance the penetration depths of micro-particles delivered by gene gun. This paper aims to investigate the penetration of model micro-particle materials, namely, tungsten (< 1 μm diameter) and stainless steel (18 and 30 μm diameters) into a skin mimicking agarose gel to determine the effects of particle characteristics (mainly particle size). A number of experiments have been processed to analyse the passage percentage and the penetration depth of these micro-particles in relation to the operating pressures and MN lengths. A comparison between the stainless steel and tungsten micro-particles has been discussed, e.g. passage percentage, penetration depth. The passage percentage of tungsten micro-particles is found to be less than the stainless steel. It is worth mentioning that the tungsten micro-particles present unfavourable results which show that they cannot penetrate into the skin mimicking agarose gel without the help of MN due to insufficient momentum due to the smaller particle size. This condition does not occur for stainless steel micro-particles. In order to further understand the penetration of the micro-particles, a mathematical model has been built based on the experimental set up. The penetration depth of the micro-particles is analysed in relation to the size, operating pressure and MN length for conditions which cannot be obtained in the experiments. In addition, the penetration depth difference between stainless steel and tungsten micro-particles is studied using the developed model to further understand the effect of an increased particle density and size on the penetration depth.
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1. Introduction
Gene gun systems have been designed primarily as needle free techniques which can accelerate DNA loaded micro-particles to provide sufficient momentum so that they can breach the outer layer of the skin and achieve the purposes of gene transfection (Kis et al., 2012; Soliman, 2011; Walters et al., 2007; Kendall et al., 2004). Generally, the epidermis layer of the skin is considered as the main target of these micro-particles (Soliman et al., 2011; Liu, 2006; Quinlan et al., 2001; Bennett et al., 1999; Trainer et al., 1997). However, cell and tissue damages are particular problems for the use of gene guns (Obrien et al., 2011; Uchida et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2001; Sato et al., 2000; Yoshida et al., 1997). In principle, reduction of the operation pressure in the gene guns (Xia et al., 2011; Uchida et al. 2009; Yoshida et al., 1997) and particle size (Obrien et al.,
can minimize the cell/tissue damage but these tend to decrease the particle momentum and, hence, the penetration depths of the micro-particles in the tissue. In order to resolve these issues, a series of experiments which combine solid microneedles (MNs) with an in-house micro-particle delivery system (see Figure 1) has been reported recently by Zhang et al. (2013a,2014). The potential of a system that combines microneedles and gene guns has been discussed in details by Zhang et al. (2013b).

MNs are minimally invasive microstructures that can pierce the outer layer of skin, namely the stratum corneum, almost painlessly which has been shown to enhance drug delivery rate (e.g., Olatunji and Das, 2011; Nayak et al., 2013; Olatunji et al., 2013; Donnelly et al., 2012). They are generally classified into ‘solid’ and ‘hollow’ microneedles (e.g., Al-Qallaf et al., 2009; Olatunji and Das, 2010; Olatunji et al., 2012; Nayak and Das, 2013; Han and Das, 2013; Zhang et al., 2013a,b). The solid MNs are able to penetrate the human skin to make holes (Kalluri et al., 2011; Davis et al., 2004; McAllister et al., 2003) as well as deliver drugs/genes which are coated (Cormier et al., 2004) or encapsulated (Miyano et al., 2005). The MN holes can also be used by the biolistic system for the delivery of the micro-particles. In this case, the micro-particles can penetrate with less resistance into the skin through the holes and further achieve an enhanced penetration depth to allow gene transfection in deeper tissue. Zhang et al. (2014) have used the experimental setup of MN assisted micro-particle delivery to fire biocompatible stainless steel micro-particles having an average diameter of 18 μm into a skin mimicking agarose gel. Their results have shown that a number of micro-particles penetrate through the holes and achieve a considerable increase in the maximum penetration depth, e.g., a penetration depth of 1272 ± 42 μm was achieved inside the gel using 1500 μm long MNs (AdminPatch MN 1500) as compared to the cases where the same gel and operating conditions were used and yet little or no penetration of MNs was observed due to the absence of MNs.

The overall process of MN assisted transdermal micro-particle delivery from gene guns consists of three main stages, which are the acceleration, separation and deceleration stages (Zhang et al., 2013a, 2014). These stages are identified in Figure 1. As can be seen, the experimental set up stores the pressurized gas in a gas receiver to a desired pressure which is detected by a digital pressure transducer. The release of the pressurized gas is operated by a solenoid valve. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the system uses a ground slide which can prevent the impact of pressurized gas on the target tissue and release the gas from the ventholes in the barrel. The acceleration stage is a major part of the particle delivery process as it is within this stage the micro-particles are accelerated to sufficient velocities using the pressurized gas as a driving source. To achieve these, the micro-particles are compressed and bound loosely into a pellet form and loaded into a ground slide in the system (Figure 1). As the ground slide is accelerated by the pressurised gas, the pellet containing the micro-particles is also accelerated. The separation stage is then followed which is aimed at separating the pellet into individual particles by a mesh although it is possible that this stage produces a few agglomerates.
The deceleration stage involves two steps as follows: (i) the transport of the micro-particles in a space between mesh and target and (ii) the penetration of micro-particles into the chosen target. Previously, Zhang et al. (2014) used an experimental rig (Figure 1) to deliver stainless steel micro-particles into a skin mimicking agarose gel so as to demonstrate the feasibility of MN assisted micro-particle delivery. The results have shown that an enhanced penetration depth of micro-particles inside the agarose gel can be achieved using MN assisted micro-particle delivery at a much lower injection pressure compared to typical gene guns.

Generally, the route of the micro-particle penetration in the target tissue is divided into two types which are the extracellular and intercellular routes (Zhang et al., 2013b; Soliman and Abdallah, 2011; Mitchell et al., 2003). The extracellular route may occur with large particles due to failures between the cell boundaries (Soliman, 2011). For example, Mitchell et al. (2003) have fired stainless steel micro-particles of 25 μm average diameter into canine buccal mucosa using light gas gun (Crozier et al., 1957), which is governed by the micro-particle transport through extracellular route. However, the disadvantage of this is that large particle sizes may cause a lot of damage or destroy the skin surface.

The intercellular route is considered to be important in the case of delivering small particles, which pass through individual cell membranes, e.g., it can be used for particle mediated DNA immunization (Soliman and Abdallah, 2011; Hardy et al., 2005). Dense materials (e.g. gold and tungsten) are often made into small particles of a diameter ranging from 0.6 to 6 μm (Soliman, 2011; Hardy et al., 2005) which are smaller than typical cell diameters. The particles can be accelerated to higher speeds to obtain enough momentum to breach the skin and penetrate through the individual cell membranes. Although gold is recommended for the particle delivery due to its high density, low toxicity and lack of chemical reactivity (Macklin, 2000), it is an expensive material. Several studies for the golden micro-particles delivery have been made, which show that...
the gold micro-particles can breach the human skin and penetrate to a depth ranging from 35 - 135 μm at 30 bar operating pressure (Arora et al., 2008; Giudice et al., 2006). Kendall et al. (2004) have used a convergent-divergent device to accelerate gold particles of 1.8 μm diameter which achieve a maximum penetration depth of 78.6 μm in the skin at 60 bar pressure. Mitchell et al. (2003) have found that gold particle of 1 - 3 μm diameter can reach a depth of around 60 μm in canine tissue at an injection particle velocity of 550 ± 50 m/s. Recently, O’Brien et al. (2011) have reported that the penetration depth of golden micro-particles of 1 μm diameter in mouse ear tissue is 50 ± 11 μm when the Helios gene gun is used at an operating pressure of 5.1 bar (75 psi).

In general, the intercellular route is the preferred penetration route due to less cell and tissue damages for the small micro-particles. In order to validate the effect of the MN assisted micro-particle delivery on the small micro-particles, tungsten micro-particles may be chosen to analyse the penetration in the skin mimicking agarose gel. Tungsten micro-particles are considered to be a good substitute for golden micro-particles for research of biolistic micro-particle delivery because of their cost effectiveness compared to gold particles, despite the fact they can be toxic to cells (Bastian et al, 2009; Yoshimisu et al, 2009; Russell et al, 1992). For example, Klein et al. (1987) first used a particle gun to accelerate spherical tungsten particles of 4 μm diameter into epidermal cells of onions. Williams et al. (1991) have used a helium-driven apparatus to study 3.9 μm average diameter tungsten and of golden particles, with a diameter ranged from 2 to 5 μm, on mouse liver. Recently, the review paper by Zhang et al. (2013b) has discussed the importance of particle characteristics and operation condition on the delivery of the micro-particles in detail.

Motivated by the above work, this paper aims to investigate the effects of particle characteristics on MN assisted micro-particle delivery by using micro-particles (e.g., tungsten micro-particles, biomedical grade stainless steel) of different densities and particle sizes. The study also gives an indirect comparison between the extracellular and intercellular routes using MN assisted micro-particle delivery. Zhang et al. (2013a) determined the passage percentage of stainless steel micro-particles at various conditions, e.g., mesh pore size, Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP - binder) concentration and operating pressure. They pointed out the required mesh pore size and PVP concentration of pellets for MN assisted micro-particle delivery for given particle size. This paper aims to revisit the same questions to determine the dependence of particle characteristics using tungsten and stainless steel micro-particles with the help of Zhang et al. (2014)’s experimental rig. A skin mimicking agarose gel is used as a target to determine the difference in penetration depth between tungsten and stainless steel micro-particles. In order to further understand the particle size and density effect on the penetration depth, a mathematical model of MN assisted micro-particle delivery is built using MATLAB (Version R2012b). The mathematical model is used to analyse the theoretical penetration depth of those two materials of micro-particles and further to verify the experimental results. In addition, the model aims to investigate the effect of a range of target properties (e.g. density, viscosity) on the maximum penetration
depth of micro-particles. The developed model is also used to determine the characteristics of the micro-particle delivery where experimental data are not available. Please note that the paper is focused on modelling the micro-particle delivery process. The issues related to the loading of genes on these particles and subsequent gene transfection in a target cells are not discussed in this paper.

Please note that most of the technologies for loading DNA onto the particles and delivering the DNA-loaded particles are well developed. In the present context, we do not propose any changes to these existing methods but suggest a modification where the particle delivery process/devices are coupled with microneedles. The potential of these method are discussed in detail by Zhang et al. (2013a,b) and Zhang et al. (2014).

2. Materials and experimental methods

2.1 Materials

Irregular shaped tungsten micro-particles were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Company Ltd (Gillingham, UK). It is considered as a good replacement for gold particles because its density is similar to gold and has a low cost (Menezes et al., 2012). Stainless steel mesh with pore size of 122 μm was obtained from MeshUK, Streme Limited (Marlow, UK). Irregular shaped and spherical biocompatible stainless steel micro-particles were purchased from Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd. (Huntingdon, UK) and LPW Technology Ltd. (Daresbury, UK), respectively. Agarose powder (Sigma-Aldrich Company Ltd., Gillingham, UK) was used to prepare a skin mimicking agarose gel which was used as a target for the micro-particles penetration experiments. Detailed method of preparation for this gel is given by Zhang et al. (2014).

Figure 2: The image of AdminPatch 1500 (Note: MNs of AdminPatch 1200 are distributed as a diamond pattern) (Zhang et al., 2014)

Two different solid MN arrays which vary in the lengths of the MNs (AdminPatch 1200 and 1500) were purchased from nanoBioSciences limited liability company (Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The MNs are distributed as a diamond shape (see Figure 2) on a 1 cm² circular area. In addition, an in-house fabricated MN array is
used which consists of 750 μm long MNs. The characteristic of each MN array is presented in Table 1. Although the results from the use of different MNs may be different, a range of dimensions of the MNs provide us the opportunity to understand the effects of a geometric parameter more accurately. Therefore, we consider it to be important to use more than one MN in our experiments despite differences in their geometries.

2.2 Characterization of tungsten micro-particles
The particle size distribution of tungsten powder is analysed by a particle size analyser (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern Instruments, Ltd, Malvern, Worcestershire, UK). It is found to range from 0.198 to 1.439 μm with a mean diameter of 0.58 μm and Sauter mean diameter of 0.49 μm. The particles can be viewed in the SEM image in Figure 3. The tungsten particles are highly agglomerated and have rough surfaces. From the SEM image, 50 random micro-particles are chosen to measure the average sphericity of the tungsten micro-particles which is found to be 0.66 ± 0.13 μm. The average bulk density and porosity of tungsten powder are 7.43 ± 0.08 g/cm³ and 59.6 ± 0.4%. Ultimately, by combining the SEM image results with the size distribution, gained from particle size analyser it is possible to confirm that the tungsten particles are a nano-size powder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MN Name</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adminpatch MN 1500</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Width</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Space between MNs</td>
<td>1546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spaces on diagonal directions</td>
<td>1643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adminpatch MN 1200</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Width</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Space between MNs</td>
<td>1252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spaces on diagonal directions</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house fabricated MN 750</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Space between MNs</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Characterization of the pellet
For the MN assisted micro-particle delivery, the micro-particles are required to be in the form a compressed cylindrical pellet which is prepared by a pellet press as described by Zhang et al. (2013a). Furthermore, the packing density should be homogeneous within the pellet as far as possible so as to increase the possibility that when the pellet is broken into particles and one obtains uniformly separated particles. This is an
important characteristic of the developed process. Heterogeneity in the packing of the pellet is likely to create
more uncertainty in the distribution of the separated particles. To prepare the cylindrical pellet, Zhang et al.
(2013a) have mixed 40 mg of PVP in 1 ml of ethanol in which an amount of 0.035 g stainless steel
micro-particles has been added and bind the particles together. The mixture is transferred to a pellet press
(Zhang et al., 2013a) and compressed into a solid cylindrical pellet. Ethanol is evaporated due to their high
volatility and therefore, it is not present in the dry pellet which is used in experiments. A similar method was
followed to produce the pellets in this work. Furthermore, the homogeneity of the micro-particle packing was
checked using a micro computed tomography (micro-CT). Micro-CT is an advanced non-destructive 3D
imaging technique which can be used to clearly understand the internal microstructure of the samples
(Ritman, 2004). Micro-CT has been used to detect any internal damage (e.g., internal fracture in the porous
pellet) and/or heterogeneity in the packing of pellet in this work. As an example, a three dimensional view of
the stainless steel pellet is shown in Figure 4a. As can be seen, the stainless steel micro-particles are
compressed into a homogenous cylindrical pellet with approximately 2 mm in diameter and length. Although
the top and button surfaces of the pellet are slightly uneven because the pellet gets stuck on the pellet press,
it is not a big concern as it seems the packing density of the particles does not vary. The internal top view of
the pellet at the position of 1.08 mm on the z axis is shown in Figure 4b and the size view of the internal
structure of the pellet at the position of 1.08 mm on the y-axis is shown in Figure 4c. It shows that PVP (white
spots) is non-uniformly distributed in the pellet. PVP fills the void space in the micro-particles causing them to
bind loosely together as indicated by the white circles (PVP) in the Figure 4b-c. The above figures cannot
clearly show the PVP combination of the pellet. Therefore an SEM view is provided which show the top
surface of a pellet (see Figure 5a).

Figure 3: A SEM image of irregular tungsten powder (Sauter mean diameter: 0.49 μm)
Figure 4: Micro-CT images of a stainless steel micro-particle pellet made of 40 mg/ml PVP (white spots in the images): (a) reconstructed three dimension view of the pellet (b) top internal view across the pellet at the position of 1.08 mm on the z axis (c) side internal view across the pellet at the position of 1.08 mm on the y axis. The images show homogeneity of the packing of the micro-particles.

Figure 5(a) clearly shows the characterization of the pellet top surface. As can be seen, the micro-particles are bound to form a uniform pellet surface. As expected, the PVP is distributed non-uniformly around the pellet, which agrees with results detected by the micro-CT (Figure 4). Thus, it may cause the pellet to separate into a few agglomerates after the separation stage due to increased bind strength between some of the micro-particles. Previously, Zhang et al. (2013a) have analysed the passage percentage of the pellet and size distribution of the separated particles using various operating pressure and different binder (PVP) concentration. They show that 40 mg/ml PVP in a pellet is ideal as it almost separates the pellet into individual micro-particles with some small agglomerates using 178 μm pore size of mesh. As presented in the Figure 5b, the application of mesh pore size presents a good control of the size distribution of the separated micro-particles and uses to the following experiments for the investigation of the penetration depth of...
tungsten micro-particles in the skin mimicking agarose gel.

Figure 5: (a) SEM image of the top surface of the pellet (b) SEM image of the separated micro-particles from a pellet which is made of 40 mg/ml PVP concentration and fired at a pressure of 20 bar and separated using a mesh of 178 μm pore size

2.4 Modelling of micro-needle assisted micro-particle delivery: governing equations

The detailed theoretical principle of each stage is discussed in the following sections.

2.4.1 Acceleration stage

For the MN assisted micro-particle delivery, a pellet is attached to a ground slide which is accelerated by a pressurized gas in the acceleration stage (see Figure 1). It indicates that only the pressurized gas has done the work during the acceleration process. The equation to describe this process:
\[ E = \int_0^L P_1 \pi R^2 \, dl \]  

(1)

Where \( E \) is the kinetic energy of the pellet, \( L \) is the traveling distance of the ground slide in the barrel before the pellet is broken into micro-particles and \( R \) is the radius of the barrel. The gas pressure to push ground slide moving forward is \( P_2 \) which decreases from a pressure \( P_1 \) in front of the barrel. The gas expansion can be described by the Boyle’s law (Webster, 1995) as below:

\[ P_1 V_1^\gamma = P_2 (V_1 + V_2)^\gamma \]  

(2)

Where \( \gamma \) is the heat capacity ratio which defines as a constant of 1.6 for monatomic gas or 1.4 for diatomic gas.

The kinetic energy of the pellet attached ground slide at the end of the barrel can also be calculated as:

\[ E = \frac{1}{2} Mu^2 \]  

(3)

Where \( M \) is the mass of the pellet attached ground slide and \( u \) is the velocity of the ground slide.

From an energy conservation point of view, the ground slide velocity can be specified as follows:

\[ u = \sqrt{\frac{2P_1 V_1^\gamma (V_1 + \pi R^2 L)^{1-\gamma} - (V_1)^{1-\gamma}}{M(1-\gamma)}} \]  

(4)

### 2.4.2 Separation stage

In theory, the pellet is released from the ground slide at end of the barrel and separated by a mesh in the separation stage. Let us assume that the pellet has a mass of \( m_p \) and it is separated into \( n \) micro-particles with the same mass \( m \) and they have the same velocity \( u_1 \) after passing through the mesh. Further, the energy loss is assumed to be \( x \) in the process of the pellet separation. According to the energy conservation law to describe the kinetic energy of the separated micro-particles which is given as:

\[ \frac{1}{2} nm^2 u_1^2 = (1-x) \times \frac{1}{2} m_p u^2 \]  

(5)

The equation (5) can be rearranged to an equation which uses to calculate the velocity of the separated micro-particle and gives as:

\[ u_1 = \sqrt{1-x} \times u \]  

(6)

### 2.4.3 Deceleration stage

The deceleration stage of the micro-particles is an important stage which directly affects the penetration depth of micro-particle in the skin. The drag force of the skin is the major factor to decelerate the micro-particles. In this work, the particle penetration in the skin use Newton’s second law to proportional the change rate of particle momentum to the drag force \( f_d \):

\[ f_d = -m \frac{du_1}{dt} \]  

(7)
where $f_d$ is the drag force acting on the micro-particles, $u_d$ is the velocity of micro-particles.

Various studies have adopted that the drag force acting on the micro-particles is split into a yield force ($F_y$), a frictional resistive force ($F_f$) and a resistive inertial force of target material ($F_i$) (Soliman et al., 2011; Liu, 2007; Mitchell et al., 2003; Kendall et al. 2001; Dehn 1987). Thus, equation (7) is written as:

$$-(F_i + F_f + F_y) = m \frac{du_d}{dt} \tag{8}$$

The equations for each resistant force are shown as below:

$$F_i = 6\pi \mu \rho r_p u_d \tag{9}$$

$$F_f = \frac{1}{2} \rho \pi r_p^2 u_d^2 \tag{10}$$

$$F_y = 3\rho \pi r_p^2 \sigma_y \tag{11}$$

Where $\mu$ is the viscosity of the target, $r_p$ is the radius of the micro-particle, $\rho$ is the density of the target and $\sigma_y$ is the yield stress of the target.

### 2.5 Modelling strategy and parameters

For the purpose of this paper, we use the software MATrix LABoratory (Matlab) to build and solve the theoretical model for MN assisted micro-particle delivery. The model consists of three main parts including a main program, an event program and two function programs (acceleration and deceleration stage). The main program simulates the whole process of the MN assisted micro-particle delivery. The event program defines the impact points of the micro-particles on the skin, rebound points on the boundary of the gap between mesh and skin and the end points inside the skin. The function programs input the equations, which are used to determine the theoretical results. The function programs are implemented to the main program by choosing a suitable ode solver which requires considering the condition of the function program (stiff/non-stiff). In addition, an if statement has been used to define the position of the micro-particles and further to confirm the selection of the equations to calculate the theoretical velocity of micro-particles at different position. A for statement has been used to repeat the simulation of a number of micro-particles in the deceleration stage.

In the model, human skin is considered as a target for micro-particles in the model. The three main layers of human skin, stratum cornum (SC), viable epidermis (VE) and dermis layers are considered in the model. The detailed skin properties are listed in the Table 2. It is worth to mention that the yield stress and density of the dermis layer is considered the same with the viable epidermis layer. Zhang et al. (2014) have used porcine skin instead of human skin to analyse the viscosity by using a rotational viscometer with parallel plate
geometry. The result will be used in this study, which is shown in Table 2. The viscosity of each skin layer is treated as the same in the model.

Table 2: Skin properties used in the model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of viable epidermis (VE), $T_\text{ve}$ (m)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>Holbrook et al. (1974)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of stratum cornum(SC), $T_\text{sc}$ (m)</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>Matteucci et al. (2008); Schaefer et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress of SC, $Y_\text{sc}$ (MPa)</td>
<td>3.2 - 22.5</td>
<td>Wildnauer et al. (1971)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of SC, $\rho_\text{sc}$ (g/cm$^3$)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Duck (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of VE, $\rho_\text{ve}$ (g/cm$^3$)</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>Duck (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield stress of VE, $Y_\text{ve}$ (MPa)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Kishino et al. (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity of skin, $\mu_t$ (Pa.s)</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>Zhang et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lengths of the pierced holes are obtained from measuring the hole lengths in the skin mimicking agarose gel when MNs are inserted. In this case, this model is chosen to analyse the delivery of tungsten micro-particles. Zhang et al. (2014) have indicated that the pellet is separated into individual particles with a few agglomerates using a mesh and then penetrates into the target. It illustrates that a number of the tungsten particles agglomerated after the separation stage in the experiment. In order to correlate the model with the realistic experiments, a number of tungsten micro-particles are considered to be 3 μm diameter after the separation stage in the model. Previously, Zhang et al. (2013a, 2014) have analysed the sauter diameter of the spherical and irregular stainless steel using a particle size analyser of Coulter. They also measured the average length of pierced holes in the skin mimicking agarose gel using a digital optical microscope. The length is considered uniformly and applied to the model in this case. The detailed set up of the particles properties and other relevant constants used in the model are listed in Table 3.

3. Results and Discussions

The purpose of this section is compare tungsten micro-particle with stainless steel micro-particles for the MN assisted micro-particle delivery based on the analysis of the passage percentage and the penetration depth inside target. The maximum penetration depth of micro-particles is analysed in relation to the operating pressure (see section 3.2.1) and MN length (see section 3.2.2). In addition, a theoretical model is used to analyse the penetration depth in relation to above two parameters to compare tungsten particle with stainless steel micro-particle and then to further understand the particle density effect on micro-particle penetration.
Table 3: Relevant constants used in the developed model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass of ground slide with the pellet, M (g)</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of barrel, L(m)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of barrel/ground slide, R(m)</td>
<td>0.00375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of receiver, V_1 (L)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space between mesh and skin, L₁ (m)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of tungsten (g/cm³)</td>
<td>19.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of stainless steel (g/cm³)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Diameter of tungsten particle (μm)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Diameter of spherical stainless steel particle (μm)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Diameter of Irregular stainless steel particle (μm)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity of air, μ (Pa.s)</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of pierced holes L_p (μm):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adminpatch 1500</td>
<td>1149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adminpatch 1200</td>
<td>1048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house fabricated MN</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of pierced holes L_w (μm):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adminpatch 1500</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adminpatch 1200</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house fabricated MN</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Analysis of passage percentage

In a previous study, Zhang et al. (2013a) have shown that stainless steel micro-particles yield a higher passage percentage and a good quality size distribution of separated micro-particles if 40 mg/ml PVP (binder) concentration and a mesh with pore size of 178 μm are used. Here, the pellets of tungsten micro-particles are operated at the same conditions as the previous study of the stainless steel micro-particles and to make a comparison of the passage percentage between those two micro-particles. The passage percentage is analysed in relation to the operating pressure which is varied from 2.4 to 4.5 bar. As shown in Figure 6, the passage percentage is increased due to an increase in the operating pressures for each micro-particle. This is because the pellets gain more momentum at higher operating pressures, which in turn also causes the separated particles to gain more momentum while passing through the mesh. Zhang et al. (2013a) have indicated that the passage percentage of stainless steel micro-particles reaches a maximum due to some particles sticking to the mesh and some rebounding, hence not passing into the test tube (particle collector).

As expected, the tungsten micro-particles show a similar performance to stainless steel. Figure 6 shows the passage percentage of tungsten micro-particles is less significant than stainless steel micro-particles. It might be the size of the tungsten particles is too small, which causes the velocity of the separated particles to
decrease faster after passage through the mesh and travel in air and stick on the mesh or the gap between mesh and target except the agglomerates.

Figure 6: The effect of operating pressure on the Passage percentage of the pellet separation. Each curve in the figure is generated from three repeats of experiments (mesh pore size: 178 μm, PVP concentration: 40 mg/ml)

3.2 Experimental analysis of the penetration depth of micro-particles

3.2.1 Effect of the operating pressure

The operating pressure is shown to be a key variable on the penetration depth of stainless steel micro-particles of 18 and 30 μm average diameters by us in a previous study (Zhang et al., 2013a, 2014). In this paper, we aim to investigate the difference of the penetration depth between the larger stainless steel micro-particle and smaller tungsten micro-particles at various pressures. The tungsten micro-particles cannot penetrate into the skin mimicking concentration of agarose gel. This is because the momentum of the particles is insufficient to breach the surface of the gel. In the experiment, the operating pressures are kept between 3 to 5 bar which are low for the small particles to achieve velocity to breach the target. It requires a higher pressure for the small particles to achieve sufficient momentum to penetrate further into the target. In addition, a comparison between tungsten and stainless steel micro-particles is shown in Figure 7. As can be seen, both irregular and spherical stainless steel particles of 30 and 18 μm average diameters achieve good penetration depths inside the skin mimicking agarose gel. Although the density of the stainless steel is lower than tungsten, larger diameters of stainless steel micro-particles increase their masses which lead to increased momentums of the micro-particles so as to allow them to penetrate further in the target (skin mimicking agarose gel). The two micro-particles show that the penetration depths increase due to an increase in the particle size.
To further understand the effect of the particle density and size on the penetration depth in the target, the theoretical model is used to analyse the penetration of above two materials of micro-particles in a same target, which is discussed in the section 3.3.2. When the MNs are inserted into the skin, it creates holes which remain there after the removal of the MNs. The micro-particles can be delivered through these holes, thus compensating for the insufficient momentum. As presented in Figure 7 the penetration depths of the tungsten particles are greater inside the agarose gel when Adminpatch MN 1500 is used. This is because a number of particles can penetrate through the pierced holes. However, the maximum penetration depths of the micro-particles vary while the pressure increases from 3 to 5 bar. Zhang et al. (2014) have indicated that the length of the pierced holes is unable to maintain constantly, which varies the maximum penetration depth of the micro-particles inside the target. Thus, the variation in the length of the pierced holes directly affects the penetration depth of the micro-particles. It means that the holes length is a major factor to maximize the penetration depth in the MN assisted micro-particle delivery. The MN length effect on the micro-particle penetration depth is discussed in the section 3.2.2 in detail. Figure 7 also shows that the penetration depths of those two stainless steel micro-particles are more than the tungsten micro-particles. It indicates that an increased momentum due to increase in particle size/operating pressure of micro-particles affect the penetration depth in the MN assisted micro-particle delivery.

3.2.2 Effect of the micro-needle length

Zhang et al. (2014) have used three different lengths of MNs to study the maximum penetration depth differences of stainless steel micro-particles of 18 and 30 μm diameters in a skin mimicking agarose gel. The characterizations of those three MNs are presented in Table 1. To further determine the effect of MN length on the penetration depth of small and dense micro-particles, those three MNs are used in this case. Figures 8a-b show the penetration of the tungsten micro-particles in the skin mimicking agarose gel based on the assistance of Adminptach MN 1500 and the in-house fabricated MN 750, respectively. As can be seen, the maximum penetration depth of micro-particles after using Adminptach MN 1500 is more than in-house fabricated MN 750, but the number of micro-particles entering the pierced holes is less obvious. This is because a long needle increases the length of pierced holes in the agarose gel, which maximizes the penetration depth of micro-particles. In addition, the diameter of the in-house fabricated MN is greater than the thickness of the Adminptach MN 1500 MN (see, Table 1), which creates wider holes to provide the convenience for particle penetration. It indicates that a desired penetration depth and amount of micro-particles can be controlled by changing the MN length and width for further research.
Figure 7: The effect of the operating pressure on the penetration depth of different type of particles (mesh: 178 μm of pore size: dash line: particle penetration without using MN; solid line: particle penetration with MN). Each curve in the figure is generated from three repeats of experiments.

Figure 8: The penetration of tungsten micro-particles in the skin mimicking agarose gel based on the assistance of MNs (a) Adminpatch MN 1500 (b) In-house fabricated MN 750
Figure 9: The penetration of stainless steel micro-particles in the skin mimicking agarose gel based on the assistance of MNs (a): spherical micro-particles of 18 μm average diameters (b): irregular micro-particles of 30 μm average diameters

Zhang et al. (2014) have fired spherical and irregular stainless steel micro-particles in the skin mimicking agarose gel. As presented in Figure 9, a number of micro-particles penetrated further through the pierced holes. It presents the same effect with the tungsten micro-particles. However, the amount of the stainless steel micro-particles that penetrates into the pierced holes is less than tungsten micro-particles if compared with the result in Figure 8. The number of irregular stainless steel micro-particles of 30 μm average diameter is less than spherical micro-particle (18 μm diameter) in Figure 9. It indicates that the amount of micro-particle in the pierced holes decreases from an increase in particle size. This is because of the hole is reformed after the removal of the MN, reduced the opening area of the hole on the top gel surface and further to affect the micro-particle penetration. Zhang et al. (2014) have shown that the thickness of the hole is only 78 μm after the removal of Adminpatch MN 1500. It limits the amount of the micro-particles to penetrate into the holes, especially to the large size of irregular stainless steel micro-particles. However, the maximum penetration depth of each micro-particle is close but related to length of the pierced holes.

The maximum penetration depths of tungsten micro-particles show significant differences between each MN array as shown in Figure 10. It increases from an increase in MN length. As expected, a longer MN increases the length of the pierced holes and thereby increases the maximum penetration depth of micro-particles. However, the maximum penetration depth is varied at different operating pressure. This is because the length of the pierced holes is varied after the removal of the MN array. The above results show the advantage of MN assisted micro-particle delivery which provides a positive effect on the particle penetration even if the momentum of the particle is insufficient to breach the target.
Figure 10: The maximum penetration depth of tungsten micro-particles in the skin mimicking based on the assistance of MNs (mesh pore size: 178 μm; each curve in the figure is generated from three repeats of experiments).

3.3 Modelling the penetration of micro-particle in skin

Firstly, this section aims to understand the micro-needle assisted micro-particle delivery based on the modelling of the trajectory of tungsten micro-particles in the deceleration stage. It is worth to mention that the tungsten micro-particle and stainless steel micro-particle may vary in shape and size which may affect results in reality. However, the both the stainless steel and tungsten micro-particles are assumed to be spherical with uniform size (average diameter) in the model. The maximum penetration depth is analysed in relation to the operating pressure, micro-needle length, particle size and density to further understand the difference between tungsten and stainless steel micro-particles for the MN assisted micro-particle delivery. Finally, a further analysis of the effect of each resistive force on the maximum penetration depth of micro-particles is discussed to verify the main factor which minimizes the penetration depth.

3.3.1 Modelling the delivery of tungsten micro-particles

Figure 11a shows the trajectories of increased diameter of tungsten micro-particles in the deceleration stage. The initial positions of the micro-particles are randomly selected at the beginning to mimic the separation of the pellet of tungsten micro-particles. In this case, we assumed that a number of tungsten micro-particles are stuck together where the micro-particles are spherical in shape and each micro-particle has diameter of 3 μm after the separation stage (mesh). The trajectory is considered to be linear. The velocity decrease is represented by the colour change of the trajectory which corresponds to the colour bar in the figure. The velocity decreases slowly from approximately 135 to 110 m/s from the mesh to the target. Figure 11a shows that a number of the micro-particles achieve further penetration depths via the pierced holes. The figure presents the similar performance of the developed model with experimental results. The detailed penetration process of tungsten micro-particles in the skin are shown in Figure 11b-c. Figure 11b shows the penetration
of tungsten micro-particles in the top skin layer of stratum corneum at 5 bar operating pressure. As can be seen, the particle velocity decreases very fast in the stratum corneum due to an increased resistance; the penetration depth is approximately 0.7 μm which could be ignored. Some particles are delivered through the pierced holes and then penetrate into the epidermis/dermis layer of the skin (side surface of the pierced holes), as shown in Figure 11c. It shows that the variation of the velocity is changed slightly in the pierced holes and decreased fast after penetrating the skin. It shows a similar performance as the penetration in the stratum corneum due to an increased resistance. Based on the above figures the penetration depth of tungsten micro-particles is negligible in the skin, which matches well with the experimental results.
3.3.2 The effect of the operating pressure and particle size on the penetration depth

In the experimental results, the operating pressure only presents a slight effect on the penetration depth of the tungsten micro-particle without using MN. The pressures are varied from 3 to 5 bar, which are too low for small micro-particles when compared with previous gene gun research (Arora et al., 2008; Giudice et al., 2006; Kendal et al., 2004; Mitchell et al., 2003). In order to further understand the effect of the operating pressures on the penetration depth of this tungsten micro-particle, the penetration depth is analysed at various operating pressures which range from 3 to 60 bar in the model. As presented in Figure 12 the penetration depth of the tungsten particle is increased from 0.04 to 0.28 μm without using MNs while the pressure varies from 3 to 60 bar. The penetration depth is negligible. It illustrates that the tungsten particle of 3 μm diameter are too small for penetration even if the operating pressure increases to a great value. Figure 12 also shows the tungsten particle achieves a great penetration depth after using MNs. However, the penetration depth is increased slightly from an increase in operating pressure.

Figure 11: The trajectories of the tungsten micro-particles in the deceleration stage: (a). The overall view of the micro-particle trajectories (b). The particle penetration at the area without needle hole (c). The view of the micro-particle penetrate through the needle hole (pressure: 5 bar)
To further understand the effects of particle size and density on the penetration depth, the particle is assumed to be spherical in shape with uniform size and the particle diameter is varied from 3 to 100 μm for both stainless steel and tungsten micro-particles using the presented model. As presented in Figure 13 the penetration depth of tungsten micro-particles increases from 0.07 to 65.61 μm in the skin without using MNs and from 1149.07 to 1214.61 μm using Adminpatch MN 1500 at 5 bar pressure. It shows more penetration depth than stainless steel which only penetrates 0.02 to 17.36 μm in the skin and 1149.02 to 1170.5 μm using a same MN as tungsten while the particle diameter ranges from 3 to 100 μm. This comparison directly shows the advantage of dense particles on the penetration in the target for gene gun systems.
Figure 14: A comparison of penetration depth between model and experimental results (particle type: tungsten micro-particle of 3 μm diameter). The experimental results in the figure are generated from three repeats of experiments.

A comparison of the penetration depth of the tungsten micro-particles (3 μm) between model and experimental results is shown in Figure 14. It is worth to mention that the difference between experiment and modelling may be due to the assumption that the particle shape of the tungsten particle is regular after the separation stage in the model. As can be seen, the tungsten particles penetrate less than 0.1 μm without using MN for the model result. It matches well with the experimental results which show the tungsten micro-particles cannot penetrate into the skin mimicking agarose gel. However, this condition can be made up by using MNs. As presented in Figure 14, the tungsten micro-particles reaches a further depth using Adminpatch MN 1500, but the maximum penetration depths are varied at pressure ranges from 3 to 5 bar. This is because it is not possible to ensure that the length of the pierced holes is constant each time using the same MN. As expected, the model results match well with the experimental results. In conclusion, the maximum penetration depth of tungsten micro-particles is directly related to the length of the pierced holes, and the operating pressure only presents a slight effect on the penetration depth in this case. To further understand the effect of pierced holes on the penetration depth of tungsten micro-particles, three different lengths of MNs (see Table 1) have used and discussed in the following section.
Figure 15: The effect of the micro-needle length on the maximum penetration depth of the tungsten particle (operating pressure: 5 bar; particle type: tungsten micro-particle of 3 \( \mu m \) diameter). The experimental results in the figure are generated from three repeats of experiments.

### 3.3.3 The effect of the micro-needle length

In the real experiments, some tungsten micro-particles may be agglomerate after the separation stage. However, any effects of the particle agglomeration on the model results are not accounted for directly at this moment. This may be the reason why there are some differences between the experimental and modelling results; however, all comparison have produced reasonable match between the experimental and modelling results. Zhang et al. (2014) have shown that the length of pierced holes has a greater effect on the maximum penetration of stainless steel particles, which is related to the MN length. As expected, it agrees with the results of tungsten micro-particles shown in the Figure 15. As can be seen, the maximum penetration depth of tungsten micro-particles seems to be increased with an increase in the MN length. In principle, the length of pierced holes is directly related to the MN length which maximizes its length. An increased length of the pieced holes allows a number of micro-particles which deliver into the holes to penetrate further inside the target and maximizes the penetration depth. As expected, the experiment results are varied for each application of MNs due to difficulties maintaining a constant hole length. However, the model results match well with the experimental results, which illustrate the applicability of the model for MN assisted micro-particle delivery.

### 3.3.4 Dependence of particle penetration depth to particle size and density in relation to the resistive forces in the dermis layer of the human skin

The skin properties vary with one person to another (e.g., gender, age, race and various anatomical areas of
the body of the same person (Xu et al., 2007; Vexler et al., 1999). As discussed earlier, the penetration depth of micro-particles is related to the yield force ($F_y$), a frictional resistive force ($F_f$) and a resistive inertial force of target material ($F_i$) which decelerate the high-speed micro-particles inside the target (see equation 8). However, the yield force depends on the yield stress of the target (equation 11). Further, the resistive inertial force is related to the target viscosity (equation 9) and the frictional resistive force depends on the density of the target material (equation 10). In view of these inter-dependencies which in turn affect the micro-particle delivery, this section aims to analyse the effects of each force on the penetration depth of micro-particle to further investigate the major factors which provide a greater effect on the penetration depth.

For the MN assisted micro-particle delivery, the main point is the maximum penetration depth of the micro-particle in the skin. As discussed already, a number of the micro-particles penetrate through the holes made by the MNs to the dermis layer of the skin. In order to investigate the effect of each force on the maximum penetration depth of micro-particle, we assume that the micro-particles penetrate into the dermis layer at the tip area of the hole to obtain the maximum penetration depth of micro-particles. In addition, we kept one of those three resistive forces as constant and ignored the other two forces to analyse the variation of the penetration depth in the model. As shown in Figure 16, stainless steel micro-particles penetrated further than the tungsten particles due to the difference in particle size. Figure 16 also shows that the frictional resistive force provided a minimum effect on the micro-particle penetration. The effect of the yield force on the penetration depth is greater than the frictional resistive force. However, the major factor is the resistive inertial force which causes the penetration depth of micro-particles is almost negligible if the hole length (1149 μm) is subtracted.

As discussed earlier, the resistive inertial force is a major component that determines the penetration depth of micro-particles for the gene gun based micro-particle delivery. Target viscosity directly affects the resistive inertial force. In order to further understand the effect of the resistive inertial force on the particle maximum penetration depth, the theoretical model is used to simulate the effect of varying the viscosity of the dermis layer from 5 to 19.6 MPa where we kept the yield stress and density (see Table 2) and the hole length constant and operated the system at 5 bar operating pressure. As presented in Figure 17, the maximum penetration depth decreased from an increase in viscosity of the dermis layer. This is because an increased resistive inertial force slows down the particle velocity rapidly. Figure 17 also shows that the effect of a decreased viscosity of dermis layer on the maximum penetration depth is increased from an increase in particle size and density due to an increased momentum. The maximum penetration depth of small micro-particle (tungsten particle of 3 μm diameter) is kept to approximately a constant when the viscosity of dermis layers is changed.
Figure 16: The effect of each resistive force on the maximum penetration depth of micro-particles (stainless steel particle: 18 μm diameter; tungsten particle: 3 μm diameter; Hole length: 1149 μm)

### 3.3.5 Further Discussions

A comparison between stainless steel and tungsten micro-particles on the penetration depth in the skin mimicking agarose gel has been made in this study. Tungsten micro-particles are unable to penetrate the skin mimicking agarose gel/skin without using MN in the experimental result, which is different from the results of stainless steel micro-particles. The reason is that the diameter of tungsten micro-particles is less than 1 μm which is too small when compared with the stainless steel micro-particles of 18 and 30 μm diameters. As a result the momentum of the tungsten micro-particles is too low to allow the particles to breach the gel surface. Zhang et al. (2013a) have measured the velocity of ground slide, which only reaches around 122 m/s at 5 bar pressure, using a photoelectric sensor, which means that the particle velocity is less due to the energy loss. This velocity is less than some previous studies for gold particles, e.g., Kendal (2001) has shown that 1 ± 0.2 μm diameter gold particles can reach a velocity of 580 ± 50 m/s at 40 bar pressure using a contoured shock tube (CST). The ground slide presents a significant negative effect on the particle velocity, but it has safety advantage which prevents the pressurized gas from impacting the human body. Thus, the operating pressure is mimicked from 3 to 60 bar to study the penetration differences of tungsten micro-particles after increasing the momentum in the theoretical model. However, the tungsten micro-particles still cannot achieve the expected penetration depth. It indicates that a ground slide based gene gun system is not useful for the intercellular route because micro-particles cannot reach velocities high enough to breach the skin. Increasing the particle size will increase the moment but cause damage to the surface of the skin. As a result the extracellular route is the expected solution for normally ground slide based gene gun system.
However, the use of MN meets the purpose of an intercellular route to deliver micro-particle to a greater penetration depth in the target using a ground slide based gene gun system. Previously, Zhang et al. (2013a) have shown that the penetration depth of stainless steel micro-particles is increased while using a MN. In this paper, the tungsten micro-particles are investigated using modelling and experiments with MN assisted micro-particle delivery. Both model and experimental results show that the use of MN increases the penetration depth of tungsten micro-particles. However, the maximum penetration depth of micro-particles depends on the length of pierced holes which is created by MNs. The maximum penetration of tungsten micro-particles reaches around 1149 μm using Adminpatch 1500 MM, which has possibly never reached for other relevant gene gun systems. For example, Kendal (2001) has indicated that gold particles of 1 ± 0.2 μm diameters can penetrate 66 μm in the skin at velocity of 580 ± 50 m/s using a contoured shock tube (CST).

Kendal et al. (2004) have also used a convergent-divergent device to accelerate 1.8 μm diameter gold particles which achieves a maximum penetration depth of 78.6 μm at 60 bar. Mitchell et al. (2003) has shown that gold particles of 1-3 μm diameters can reach a maximum depth of around 60 μm in canine tissue at a velocity of 550 ± 50 m/s. It is concluded that the diameters of gold particles ranges from 1 to 3 only can penetrates to a depth from 60 to 78.6 μm (epidermis layer) which is less than the maximum penetration depth of the tungsten particles after using MNs. It shows that the improvement of the penetration depth using MN assisted micro-particle delivery, which achieves depths never reached before. In conclusion, the results show that the intercellular route is feasible for the MN assisted micro-particle delivery. In theory, it is the preferred route for MN assisted micro-particle delivery due to the cell damage is minimized from a decrease in particle size (O’Brien et al., 2011), although extracellular route presents more penetration depth. It could be proved by firing the above stainless steel/tungsten micro-particles into cell cultured skin mimicking agarose gel to
analyse the cell damage in further work. Future work should also focus on using animal/human skin for
detailed histological studies in contrast to agarose gel as used in this study. If using the proposed methods,
one should also be aware of the likeliness of dermal damage and pain that may occur if using long
microneedles besides any effect of gene gun on mechanical damage of the skin. Therefore, safety studies
should be conducted in detail in future studies.

4. Conclusions
This study shows an effective method for relating the use of MNs to create holes on the target for
micro-particle delivery to improve the penetration depth of micro-particles. The experimental rig considers
possible changes in the operating pressure to analyse the penetration depth and passage percentage of
tungsten and stainless steel micro-particles. Results show that the passage percentage increases due to an
increase in operating pressure until a maximum value. Tungsten micro-particles used in this study present a
lower passage percentage than stainless steel due to an insufficient momentum to reach the target (particle
collector). In addition, tungsten micro-particles are stopped by the skin mimicking agarose gel even if the
operating pressure is increased. But an increased operating pressure improves the penetration of stainless
steel particle without using MNs. This is because the diameter of tungsten micro-particles is small (< 1 μm).
To further understand the particle size and density effect on the penetration depth, a theoretical model is used
to mimic the operating pressure ranges from 3 to 60 bar to accelerate tungsten and stainless steel
micro-particles while the diameter ranges from 3 to 100 μm. The results show a great improvement in the
penetration depth of tungsten micro-particles which is more than stainless steel micro-particles. However,
both model and experimental results show that a use of MNs provides an improvement on the penetration
although the momentum is insufficient to breach the skin. The maximum penetration depth of micro-particles
up to dermis layer has not been reached before. It is related to length of MNs which determine the length of
pierced holes. As expected, model results matches well with the experimental results, which illustrates the
applicability of the model for the MN assisted micro-particle delivery. MN assisted micro-particle delivery
improves safety because an intercellular route can be chosen to reduce the damage from particle impact and
the pressurized gas is prevented by the ground slide. In addition, it also enhances the penetration depth of
micro-particles properly if compared with any other gene gun systems. An increased penetration depth allows
deeper tissue to be transfected, which provides more effective gene transfection in the target. Future work
could be to attach the genes on the micro-particles, fired into the cells using MN assisted micro-particle
delivery and then analyse the DNA profile of the cells to verify the advantage of MN assisted micro-particle
delivery.
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